A Gammaherpesvirus 68 Gene 50 Null Mutant Establishes Long-Term Latency in the Lung but Fails To Vaccinate against a Wild-Type Virus Challenge
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The gammaherpesvirus immediate-early genes are critical regulators of virus replication and reactivation from latency. Rta, encoded by gene 50, serves as the major transactivator of the lytic program and is highly conserved among all the gammaherpesviruses, including Epstein-Barr virus, Kaposi's sarcoma-associated herpesvirus, and murine gammaherpesvirus 68 (γHV68). Introduction of a translation stop codon in γHV68 gene 50 (gene 50.stop γHV68) demonstrated that Rta is essential for virus replication in vitro. To investigate the role that virus replication plays in the establishment and maintenance of latency, we infected mice with gene 50.stop γHV68. Notably, the gene 50.stop virus established a long-term infection in lung B cells following intranasal infection of mice but was unable to establish latency in the spleen. This complete block in the establishment of latency in the spleen was also seen when lytic virus production was inhibited by treating mice infected with wild-type virus with the antiviral drug cidofovir, implicating virus replication and not an independent function of Rta in the establishment of splenic latency. Furthermore, we showed that gene 50.stop γHV68 was unable to prime the immune system and was unable to protect against a challenge with wild-type γHV68, despite its ability to chronically infect lung B cells. These data indicate gammaherpesviruses that are unable to undergo lytic replication in vivo may not be viable vaccine candidates despite the detection of cells harboring viral genome at late times postinfection.

Background. Gammaherpesviruses are characterized by their ability to establish latency in lymphocytes and can persist for the lifetime of the host. It is still undetermined whether reactivation and lytic virus replication are required for the maintenance of latency in the host. Gene 50 encodes Rta, a critical regulator of the viral lytic cascade of gammaherpesviruses which is highly conserved among all known gammaherpesviruses, including the human gammaherpesviruses Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) and Kaposi’s sarcoma-associated herpesvirus (KSHV), and the rodent virus murine gammaherpesvirus 68 (γHV68) (24). Rta has been shown to transactivate a number of downstream viral genes, as well as having a role in DNA replication. Overexpression of Rta in cell lines latently infected with EBV, KSHV, or γHV68 leads to expression of early and late viral genes and the generation of viral particles (16, 19, 27, 30, 32). Rta has been shown to be essential for EBV replication, and deletion of gene 50 in KSHV inhibits replication and reactivation of the virus in vitro (31). All of these studies have investigated the role of gene 50 in tissue culture systems and have yet to determine the role of Rta and virus replication in the establishment and maintenance of gammaherpesvirus latency in vivo.

γHV68 is closely related to both EBV and KSHV, and infection of mice provides a tractable small animal model in which to study gammaherpesviruses in vivo. Generation of a gene 50 null virus demonstrated that expression of Rta is essential for virus replication in vitro (11, 15). Here we report the analysis of infection of mice with a gene 50 null virus.

Long-term carriage of G50.stop virus in lung B cells following intranasal (i.n.) infection, but failure to establish infection in spleen B cells. To assess the role of virus replication in the establishment of a chronic infection, we used a γHV68 mutant that has a translation stop codon inserted into gene 50 at bp 67,975 to create G50.stop, as previously described (15). To use this virus in vivo, we reintroduced the gene 50 stop mutation onto a γHV68 backbone that contains both a Cre-recombinase expression cassette and a green fluorescent protein (GFP) expression cassette. Since γHV68 containing BAC sequences is attenuated in vivo compared to wild-type γHV68, the BAC sequences must be removed prior to conducting in vivo analyses (1). In γHV68-BAC, the BAC sequences are flanked by loxP sites and the expression of Cre-recombinase from the virus results in the efficient excision of the BAC sequences from the viral genome during growth of the G50.stop virus in the gene 50 complementary cell line, S27 (1, 15). The Cre-recombinase expression cassette was inserted into a previously identified neutral locus in the virus between open reading frames (ORFs) 27 and 29b (14). Enhanced GFP, driven by the human cytomegalovirus immediate-early promoter, was inserted into the XcmI site at bp 112,501 within ORF75b of γHV68. Due to difficulty plaquing the G50.stop virus on the S27 complementing cell line, GFP expression was utilized to determine viral titer using fluorescence foci-forming units.
or the control G50.stop at different times postinfection (Fig. 1). C57BL/6 positive cells was analyzed for the replication-defective virus (3, 28). Notably, a direct comparison of wild-type virus (γHV68-CreGFP) titer determined by FFU versus PFU revealed that FFU was ca. 200-fold less sensitive than PFU (M. Farrell, J. Upton, and S. H. Speck, unpublished data). As such, we assume that expression of GFP from the gene 75b region of the viral genome is rapidly shut down during lytic virus growth in NIH 3T12 fibroblasts. Notwithstanding the observed difference between FFU- and PFU-determined titers, we standardized the G50.stop and γHV68-CreGFP virus stocks by determining FFU titers and used this as a basis for infecting mice.

Following i.n. infection with wild-type γHV68, viral latency can readily be detected in the spleen as early as day 16 postinfection by using a limiting dilution nested PCR assay (LDPCR) as previously described (20, 29) and continues to persist in the spleen at late times postinfection (e.g., 1 to 2 years postinfection). To determine whether a replication-defective virus can establish latency in vivo, the frequency of γHV68 genome-positive cells was analyzed for the replication-defective virus G50.stop at different times postinfection (Fig. 1). C57BL/6 mice were infected i.n. with 940 FFU of either G50.stop virus or the control γHV68-CreGFP virus. Viral stocks were simultaneously plated onto a mouse embryonic fibroblast (MEF) cell monolayer and monitored for cytopathic effect (CPE). No CPE was ever detected from the G50.stop viral stocks used for these experiments, indicating the absence of revertant replication-competent virus.

At day 16 postinfection, both γHV68-CreGFP and G50.stop could be detected by LDPCR analysis in lung cells that were B cell enriched by magnetic-activated cell sorter magnetic bead separation (Fig. 1A). At this time point the frequency of G50.stop latent virus-infected cells was a log lower than γHV68-CreGFP. At day 42 postinfection, G50.stop viral DNA was found in 1 in 6,000 cells of the B-cell-enriched population compared to 1 in 335 for γHV68-CreGFP (Fig. 1B). By 4 months postinfection, while the frequency of wild-type latently infected cells had dramatically decreased in the lung B-cell-enriched population (1 in 17,000), the level of G50.stop virus-infected B cells remained relatively steady (1 in 8,500) (Fig. 1C). Notably, at day 16 postinfection there was a low frequency of viral genome-positive cells detected in the non-B-cell population for both G50.stop (Fig. 1D) and γHV68-CreGFP (data not shown). Importantly, this substantiates the presence of virus in lung B cells and rules out any significant contribution of viral genome-positive cells from contaminating non-B cells in the previous analyses. By 4 months postinfection, viral genome-positive non-B cells were not detected in the lungs of mice infected with either G50.stop or γHV68-CreGFP (data not shown).

At no time postinfection could we detect latent virus in the spleens of G50.stop mice that were infected intranasally (Fig. 1A to C). We questioned whether the absence of splenic latency was related to the low dose of inoculating virus used in these experiments. Thus, using a higher-titer G50.stop stock that was available in a limited amount, mice were infected intranasally with 2 × 10^4 FFU. Following high-dose infection, we observed a higher frequency of viral genome-positive B cells in the lungs but still failed to detect viral latency in the spleens at any time point postinfection (data not shown). Limited studies infecting mice via intraperitoneal inoculation with 940 FFU of virus demonstrated that the G50.stop virus was able to establish low-level latency in peritoneal exudate cells compared to γHV68-CreGFP but again failed to establish latency in the spleens of the infected mice (data not shown). Thus, taken together, these data suggest that while lytic viral replication is not necessary to establish and maintain the presence of cells harboring viral genome at the primary site of infection, it appears to be required for the virus to traffic to the spleen and establish latency. One possibility is that establishing latency in the spleen involves trafficking of latently infected B cells which, upon arrival in the spleen, reactivate and seed secondary virus replication in the spleen, culminating in the establishment of splenic latency. Alternatively, virus replication may stimulate an immune response which the virus utilizes to traffic throughout the mouse (see Discussion, below).

It is possible that the viral genome-positive lung B cells detected by the LDPCR assay may reflect some form of abortive infection. To partially address this issue, we ran the LDPCR assay on bulk lung cells at day 16 post-G50.stop infection using primers to gene 72 (v-cyclin) as well as our standard primers to gene 50 (Rta). Using primer sets to these unlinked genes, we detected nearly identical frequencies of viral genome-positive cells in the lungs of mice infected with G50.stop (Fig. 1E), consistent with the presence of the entire genome in these cells. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that the viral genomes present are either defective or integrated. Notably, however, we have detected a low frequency of cells harboring gene 73 (LANA) transcripts at day 16 postinfection in lung cells of mice infected with G50.stop (S. M. Dickerson, R. D. Allen, and S. H. Speck, unpublished data), consistent with latency-associated viral gene expression. Thus, although it seems likely that the G50.stop virus establishes a latent infection in lung B cells, we currently cannot rule some form of nonfunctional/abortive infection resulting in stable carriage of the viral genome.

Treatment with the antiviral drug cidofovir prevents the establishment of γHV68 latency in the spleen. To assess whether the failure of the G50.stop virus to seed latency to the spleen reflects an absence of virus replication or a replication-independent function of the gene 50 product Rta, we blocked wild-type γHV68 replication with the antiviral drug cidofovir (2, 5). Mice were administered cidofovir the day before, the day of infection (1,000 PFU γHV68 i.n.), 2 days postinfection, and then every 3 days subcutaneously in the scruff of the neck at a dose of 25 mg/kg of body weight, as previously described (2, 5). At day 7 postinfection, no virus replication was detected in the lungs of cidofovir-treated mice as determined by plaque assay, while normal levels of lytic virus were detected in the untreated mice (Fig. 2A). At day 16 postinfection no latently infected cells could be detected in the spleens of cidofovir-treated mice, while normal levels of γHV68 latently infected cells were detected in untreated mice (Fig. 2B). Since cidofovir inhibits virus replication downstream of Rta expression, this
analysis demonstrates that it is the absence of virus replication and not a replication-independent function of Rta that is responsible for the failure to establish splenic latency with the G50.stop virus.

**Infection with G50.stop does not stimulate an immune response.** We next determined whether, in the absence of virus replication, the virus would initiate an immune response. At 14 days postinfection, we isolated lung cells from either naïve (mock infected; received a dose of medium i.n.), G50.stop-infected, or γHV68-CreGFP-infected mice by collagenase digestion and analyzed the levels of T-cell activation. In the control γHV68-CreGFP-infected mice, there was an increase in the percentage of CD8⁺ T cells found in the lungs, and the majority of these cells were CD11a (LFA-1) high (Fig. 3A and B). There was no change identified in the percentage of CD8⁺ T cells in the lungs of G50.stop-infected mice compared to...
naive mice, and there was no increase in the percentage of CD8+ T cells that were activated (Fig. 3A and B). We only looked at the gross activation of the immune response, since there are only two known CD8 T-cell epitopes in C57BL/6 mice and these are directly against lytic cycle-associated proteins (ORF6 and ORF61). Notably, gene chip analyses have demonstrated that these antigens are not expressed upon infection with G50.stop virus (R. D. Allen and S. H. Speck, unpublished data). There was also no change in the percentage of CD4+ T cells that were activated in the G50.stop-infected mice compared to naive mice, while the majority of CD4+ T cells in the mice that were infected with γHV68-CreGFP were activated, as shown by CD11a staining (Fig. 3A and C). We also could not detect any increase in B-cell activation in the lungs of G50.stop-infected mice compared to naive mice, whereas approximately 40% of the B cells isolated from the lungs of wild-type virus-infected mice were activated (Fig. 3D).

**Vaccination with G50.stop is unable to protect against wild-type γHV68 challenge.** γHV68 ORF 72 encodes v-cyclin which, when interrupted by the insertion of a β-galactosidase expression cassette (or a translation stop codon), is severely compromised in its ability to reactivate from latency (23). Previously it has been shown that priming with the reactivation-defective virus v-cyclin.LacZ protected against both lytic virus replication and the establishment of latency upon a low-dose challenge with wild-type γHV68 (21). We wanted to determine whether G50.stop was able to protect against lytic virus replication and establishment of latency following an intranasal challenge with wild-type virus, despite our not being able to detect any activation of the immune system following infection with G50.stop. Mice were initially primed with either medium, G50.stop, or v-cyclin.LacZ. At 28 days postinfection, the mice were challenged with 100 PFU of wild-type γHV68 via intranasal inoculation and analyzed for their ability to control both lytic virus replication and the establishment of latency. At day 7 postchallenge, the mice primed with v-cyclin.LacZ had no detectable acute virus replication in the lungs, while mice primed with either medium alone or G50.stop virus had similar levels of acute virus replication in the lungs (Fig. 4A). At day 16 postchallenge, we analyzed the level of latency established by wild-type γHV68 using a limiting dilution reactivation assay (25). The reactivation assay consists of limiting dilution plating of spleen cells on a monolayer of MEFs, which are permissive for virus growth, and monitoring the wells for CPE on the MEF monolayer. Also plated in parallel are samples of cells that have been hypotonically lysed and mechanically disrupted, to distinguish between preformed infectious virus and virus reactivating from latency. In the analysis presented here, there were no significant levels of preformed infectious virus detected in any of the samples (data not shown). Notably, as previously reported (13), the v-cyclin.LacZ virus was able to protect against the establishment of latency by wild-type γHV68. However, priming with G50.stop virus did not protect against establishment of latency upon challenge with wild-type virus (Fig. 4B). The latter is completely consistent with the failure to detect any activation of the immune system following infection with G50.stop virus (Fig. 3).

**Conclusions.** Here we have shown that γHV68 with a stop mutation in the gene encoding the immediate-early activator Rta (G50.stop) appears to establish a long-term latent infection in the lungs of mice following intranasal infection. As expected, this virus was completely defective for virus replication in vivo, consistent with the previous demonstration that it is essential for virus replication in tissue culture (9). The lack of virus replication in vivo prevented the establishment of latency in the spleen, even at late times postinfection. It should be noted that we cannot rule out the possibility that the presence of viral genome-positive cells might reflect abortive infection of lung B cells. If the latter is true, it is clearly a stable association of the viral genome with these cells. Notably, in independent analyses we have detected a low frequency of ORF73 (LANA) transcripts in lung cells of mice infected with G50.stop at day 16 postinfection (unpublished data), consistent with latency-associated viral gene expression. To determine whether the block in the establishment of latency in the spleen was specific to the deletion of Rta or reflected the lack of virus replication, mice were treated with the antiviral drug cidofovir. Treatment of mice prior to, during, and after intranasal infection with wild-type virus blocked both lytic virus replication in the lung and the establishment of latency in the spleen.
latency in the spleen. There were also reduced levels of latently infected cells detected in the lungs (data not shown). These data provide strong evidence that virus replication is necessary for the trafficking of virus from the lungs to other tissues in the mouse but that Rta and virus replication are not required for the establishment of latency at the site of infection. It is unclear whether virus trafficking to secondary sites requires virus replication at the primary site of infection (e.g., lung or peritoneum) with the subsequent induction of a viremia and seeding of virus to peripheral tissues, or if trafficking of latently infected cells which are then reactivated leads to virus replication in secondary tissues. Notably, establishment of splenic latency in B-cell-deficient mice is severely impaired following intranasal inoculation (22, 26) and can be rescued by adoptively transferring B cells (18). However, acute virus replication in the lungs is not impaired by the absence of B cells (22), directly implicating infected B cells as the major mechanism in trafficking virus from the lung to the spleen.

A previous study has shown that γHV68 with a stop mutation in ORF31 (ORF31STOP) is replication defective in vitro (9). In a recently published study (4), when mice were infected with ORF31STOP via intranasal inoculation, no latent virus was detected in the spleen. Differing from our analysis with G50.stop, ORF31STOP was able to establish low-level latency in the spleen following intraperitoneal infection. While both mutant viruses are replication defective, ORF31STOP is likely
to express immediate-early and early genes whose expression may lead to a limited immune response, and this may facilitate trafficking of latently infected cells to the spleen following infection by the intraperitoneal route, but not following intranasal inoculation. The data on replication-defective \( \gamma \)HV68 in vivo are somewhat distinct from those observed with replication-impaired alpha- and betaherpesviruses (6, 7, 10, 12). A possible difference is that both alpha- and betaherpesviruses encode several critical immediate-early regulators of viral gene expression (13, 17), while \( \gamma \)HV68 (and KSHV) appears to encode a single major lytic transactivator, Rta (15, 31).

With respect to utilizing replication-defective gammaherpesviruses as vaccines, we have shown that G50.stop fails to stimulate an acquired immune response in the lungs as demonstrated by a lack of activation of CD4\(^+\) and CD8\(^+\) T cells as well as B cells. This lack of activation of the immune response correlated with an inability of G50.stop to successfully vaccinate mice against a challenge with wild-type \( \gamma \)HV68. Thus, this raises the question of whether replication-defective gammaherpesviruses, despite their ability to establish a long-term latent infection at the site of inoculation, are viable vaccine candidates. It is possible that they may be effective when administered at high inoculating doses. In addition, inactivation of an essential late gene, rather than an immediate-early gene, would allow expression of a wide array of gene products associated with virus replication that may limit virus replication during the early stages of infection.
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